INTRODUCTION
Let F be a free gTOup on a\, . . . , a p (p ^ 1), and X a finitely generated subgroup in F. Suppose either that X contains some non-trivial power of a\ ... a*, or that p is even and X contains some nontrivial power of [oi, 02] ... [ap-i, a p ] • We discuss some properties of X which we can derive from this assumption.
In this note we use the terminology and notation of [2, 4, 6] ; here (... | ...) denotes a presentation of a group in terms of generators and relations. By {bi, ... ,b n ) we denote the group generated by 61, . . . , b n ; [a, b] -aba~1b~1 is the commutator of a,b £ G (G a group). Frequently we obtain from one system {x\, ..., x m } a new one by Nielsen transformations, and then denote the latter by the same symbols. AN [5] . Hence, from now on let a ^ 2. We may assume that y = 1 (by replacing the Xj by yx,-y -1 if necessary).
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G. Rosenberger [2] By means of the classical Nielsen reduction method we obtain from ( z j , . . . , x m ) a system (j/i, . . . , yt)> 1 ^ ^ ^ m > which generates X freely and has the Nielsen property, so that in particular, as a freely reduced word in a\, . . . , a p , each y,-contains an uncancellable symbol a?, e = ± 1 , in the sense that in reducing any product V% T V\' > £ r» e* = ± 1 , these symbols cancel if and only if r = s and e r = -e,. For each yi we choose such a symbol and take the inverse symbol for y," 1 .
We have an equation with no factor yl\ occurring twice (or course we must then in fact have a = (3 because a is minimal). If some yi occurs just once in (2) either with exponent +1 or with exponent -1 then case (a) occurs. Now, let in (2) each y,-occur exactly once with exponent + 1 and once with exponent -1. (It can be shown -we omit the details -that every yi must occur in (2) .) This implies in particular that X is not cyclic, since (2 ^ 1. Hence k ^ 2, and by [6, 5.2] we may apply Nielsen transformations for quadratic words to get from (yi, • • •, yt) a system (z 1( . . . , z*) such that
Without loss of generality, we may assume that £ = k and, hence, that fc is even and (zi, . . . , Zk) is a free generating system of X. We want to show that X has the finite index 
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Now X is, as a subgroup of F, also discrete. Moreover, X has finite index in F. The essential reasons for this are as follows. Since F is residually finite, for a suitable large integer 7 , the image X(n) of X has finite index [-F(n) : -X"(n)] ^ N in the factor group F(n) = (o l f . . . , a p | (P(o l f . . . , a p )f n = 1), (n G N), of F, where TV is an integer which does not depend on n , and the set of coset representatives for X(n) in F(n) can be chosen independently of n by [6, 4.14 In a finitely generated free group no power of a primitive element is contained in its commutator subgroup. Hence, since the index [F : X] is finite, no primitive element of X is conjugate in F to a power of P ( o i , ..., a p ), and X is a cycloidal Fuchsian group of the first kind such that (i) zi, ..., Zk are hyperbolic elements and k/2 is the genus of X,
is a parabolic element, and (iii) {b, zi, . . . , zk} is a canonical generating system of X. 
